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What email authentication is:

Email authentication involves one or more technical processes used by sending and receiving mail
systems to verify the email originated with an authorized domain name server and is received in a valid
format. Email authentication creates signals about the mail that can be used in spam �ltering and other
mail handling decisions, and may even point to fraudulent senders.

Two widely used email authentication protocols are Sender Policy Framework (SPF) and Domain Keys
Identi�edMail (DKIM). Both SPF and DKIM provide information used by the receiving domain to
verify the sender of the message was authorized by the sending domain. DKIM can also determine if
the content received is the same as it was when sent.

Domain-basedMessage, Reporting, and Conformance (DMARC) is a protocol that is layered on top
of SPF and DKIM. DMARC helps receiving domains decide how best to handle messages that fail
authentication.

What email authentication does:

● Email authentication associates an identity (usually a domain name) with an email message by
verifying key information that indicates the identity handled the message in some way.

● The identity informs how the message is processed. For instance, if the domain has a poor
reputation (frequently associated with spam), the systemmay classify the message as spam.

● A single message might be associated with multiple identities, each separately authenticated, that
are used to inform the processing of the message.

What email authentication does not do:

● Email authentication does not attest to the authenticity or quality of the message’s content or
ensure that the message is “good” or “legitimate.”

● Email authentication makes no statement about what entity actually wrote the message.

● Email could fail authentication for legitimate reasons such as mail server con�guration or syntax
errors. Failed authentication by SPF or DKIM is equivalent to–and is no worse than–the
absence of authentication, absent other indications (such as DMARC).
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